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"Introduction to Health and Safety at Work covers the fundamentals of
occupational safety and health for the thousands of students who complete the
NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety each
year. This 7th Edition closely follows the NEBOSH National General Certificate
syllabus which was updated in 2019 and comes into use in 2020. The highly
illustrated content covers all of the essential elements of health and safety
management, the legal framework, risk assessment and control standards and
also includes checklists, report forms and record sheets to supplement learning.
It also has an extensive summary of current health and safety legislation.
Aligned to the NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health and
Safety Practice questions and answers to test knowledge and increase
understanding Complete with a companion website containing extra resources
for tutors and students The book is suitable for all students following a level 3
Health and Safety course and a source of reference and guidance for managers
at work in the UK. Written by renowned authors, this book is often provided as
part of the Certificate course and is essential reading for a student"-This title provides all the information the reader will need to pass the City &
Guilds level 2 diploma in electrical installations.
This booklet provides advice and guidance to employers for assessment of their
activities under the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations
1988 (COSHH). It replaces COSHH Assessments: A Step by Step Guide to
Assessment and the Skills Needed for it published by HSE when COSHH was first
introduced. This guidance takes note of the experience in assessment that has
been gained since 1988 and the new requirement for regular review. The
principles of assessment have not changed sinch COSHH first appeared, but this
booklet illustrates them with extensive examples.
This book is directly aligned to the NEBOSH Certificate in Environmental
Management, which is a qualification aimed primarily at those in business who
influence the environmental performance of their organisation by the decisions
that they make as managers or the actions that they take as operators. This
book aims to provide an introduction to the main areas of concern and how the
challenges can be addressed. This new edition takes account of recent changes
in international guidance and legislation and the recent update of the
International Standard in Environmental Management ISO 14001. The contents
are important for businesses that wish to stay within the law and avoid adverse
publicity. It explains how the concept of sustainability can be achieved in
practice and what benefits ‒ especially financial ‒ that can accrue. Recent
developments in the definitions of sustainability and the growing interest in the
circular economy are introduced. It pays to be ahead of the game because
decisions made now need to reflect an awareness of the coming pressures and
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there are opportunities available that can bring other benefits. This book is
intended for candidates for the NEBOSH qualification, but it will also be useful
to anyone who wishes to understand the problems and how they can be tackled
within their own organisations, be they industry, public service, voluntary
bodies, or even as individuals.
Introduction to Health and Safety at Work
For the NEBOSH International General Certificate
Introduction to Fire Safety Management
Fire Safety and Risk Management
for the NEBOSH National Certificate in Fire Safety and Risk Management
International Health and Safety at Work
This companion to the bestselling International Health and Safety at Work will help you
prepare for the written assessments on the NEBOSH International General Certificate in
Occupational Health and Safety (October 2009 specification). It provides complete coverage
of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help you learn and memorise the most
important areas, with links provided back to the main International Health and Safety at
Work text to help you consolidate your learning. This revision guide is written by an
experienced lecturer who has spent many years helping students become accredited by
NEBOSH. Ed Ferrett is former Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999-2008) and a lecturer on
NEBOSH courses with both public and private course providers. He is a Chartered Engineer
and Health and Safety Consultant.
The second edition of International Health and Safety at Work has been specially written in
simple English for the thousands of students who complete the NEBOSH International
Certificate in Health and Safety each year. Fully updated and matched to the March 2011
syllabus, this course book provides students with all they need to tackle the course with
confidence. Full colour pages and over 200 illustrations bring health and safety to life. Each
chapter starts with learning outcome summaries and ends with questions taken from recent
NEBOSH examinations. Specimen answers and a study skills chapter are also included to aid
exam preparation. Endorsed by NEBOSH for the International General Certificate in
Occupational Health and Safety. Provides all the material students need for the course
including tables, forms and checklists that can be used for health and safety activities such as
risk assessment Gives a unique summary of Occupational Health and Safety legal
frameworks in over 20 countries including the EU and USA plus details of several ILO
conventions and recommendations which are useful to students and a wide range of
managers This NEBOSH-endorsed textbook introduces the reader to the fundamentals of
health and safety in the workplace from an international perspective. The book not only
meets the needs of students on the NEBOSH course but remains a useful reference for all
managers who work to international standards and need to adapt them to local needs and
practice. Phil Hughes MBE, MSc, CFIOSH, is a former Chairman of NEBOSH (1995-2001),
former President of IOSH (1990-1991) and runs his own consultancy. He received an MBE for
services to health and safety and as director of RoSPA in the New Year's Honours List 2005.
Ed Ferrett PhD, BSc (Hons Eng), CEng, MIMechE, MIET, CMIOSH, is a former Vice Chairman of
NEBOSH (1999-2008) and a lecturer on various NEBOSH health and safety courses. He is a
Chartered Engineer and a health and safety consultant.
Highly illustrated and easy to read, this text covers the specific challenges faced by the
construction industry as well as the basics of occupational safety and health in general. It
includes checklists, report forms, and record sheets.
Introduction to Health and Safety at Workhas been developed for the NEBOSH National
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General Certificate in Occupational Safety and Health. Each element of the syllabus has a
dedicated chapter and both taught units are covered in this book. A chapter on international
aspects also makes this book suitable for the NEBOSH International General Certificate in
Occupational Safety and Health. Previous editions of this book have been used for other NVQ
level 3 and 4 courses in health and safety. Full colour pages and hundreds of illustrations
bring health and safety to life. To make studying easier, each chapter starts with learning
outcome summaries and ends with questions taken from recent NEBOSH examinations.
Specimen answers and a study skills chapter aid exam preparation. As an introduction to all
areas of occupational safety and health the book acts as a practical reference for managers
and directors with health and safety responsibilities, and safety representatives. It covers the
essential elements of health and safety management, the legal framework, risk assessment
and control standards and includes handy forms and checklists. New in this edition: Updated
throughout in line with changes in the regulations Learning outcomes now included at the
beginning of each chapter Companion website with downloadable health and safety forms
*Endorsed by NEBOSH *Student-friendly presentation in full colour, packed with illustrations
and photographs *Revision questions and sample answers taken from recent NEBOSH
examinations to test your knowledge *Includes a summary of the main legal requirements,
ideal for both students and managers A free companion website is also available at:
www.elsevierdirect.com/companions/9781856176682 and features: Editable health and
safety forms Selected appendices sections in electronic format Phil HughesMBE, MSc,
CFIOSH, is a former Chairman of NEBOSH (1995-2001), former President of IOSH (1990-1991)
and runs his own consultancy. He received an MBE for services to health & safety and as a
director of RoSPA, in the New Years Honours List 2005. Ed FerrettPhD, BSc (Hons Eng), CEng,
MIMechE, MIET, CMIOSH, is a former Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999-2008) and a lecturer on
NEBOSH courses at Cornwall Business School of Cornwall College. He is a Chartered Engineer
and a health and safety consultant.
Unit IA
For the NEBOSH National General Certificate
Recording and Notification of Occupational Accidents and Diseases
Unit C - Workplace and Work Equipment Safety
Five Steps to Risk Assessment
for the NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety
"This companion to the bestselling Introduction to Health and Safety at Work will help you
prepare for the written assessments on the NEBOSH National General Certificate in
Occupational Health and Safety (October 2009 specification) It provides complete coverage
of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help you learn and memorise the most
important areas. Colour is used to highlight key information and links are provided back to
the main Introduction to Health and Safety at Work text to help you consolidate your
learning. - Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom
or on the move - Includes specimen questions and answers from recent examination papers
- Everything you need for productive revision in one handy reference source This revision
guide is written by an experienced lecturer who has spent many years helping students
become accredited by NEBOSH. Ed Ferrett is former Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999-2008)
and a lecturer on NEBOSH courses with both public and private course providers. He is a
Chartered Engineer and Health and Safety Consultant"--Provided by publisher.
International Health and Safety at Work has been specially written in simple English for the
thousands of students who complete the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Health
and Safety each year. Fully revised in alignment with the April 2015 syllabus, this third
edition provides students with all they need to tackle the course with confidence. Clear,
easily accessible information is presented in full colour, with discussion of essential
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principles such as ILO and OSH conventions as well as legal frameworks from a range of
countries. Aligned to the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health
and Safety Practice questions and answers to test knowledge and increase understanding
Complete with a companion website containing extra resources for tutors and students at
www.routledge.com/cw/hughes The only textbook endorsed for the NEBOSH International
General Certificate in Health and Safety, International Health and Safety at Work remains
the most effective tool for those working to fit international health and safety standards to
local needs and practice.
Written by Adrian Belcham, author of Manual of Environmental Management, this is the
essential guide to prepare you for the IEMA Associate Membership Exam and NEBOSH
Diploma in Environmental Management. Through the inclusion of revision tips, exam
guidance and self-test questions, this guide will consolidate your understanding of
environmental management and help you to prepare for your exam. It provides full
coverage for both the IEMA and NEBOSH exams and includes coloured sections to help you
to identify the content relevant for each qualification. Small, handy size ideal for on the
move Illustrations and tables to improve understanding Written by expert tutor of IEMA and
NEBOSH environmental qualifications.
"This Guide has been designed to be used together with the NEBOSH International General
Certificate syllabus and the textbook. Introduction to International Health and Safety at
Work by Hughes and Ferrett. The guide gives only a basic summary of the NEBOSH
International General Certificate course and a full explanation of all the topics is given in the
text book.The Revision Guide has the following features; It follows the latest NEBOSH
International General Certificate syllabus; Revision notes for each of the elements of the two
units IGC1 Management of international health and safety and IGC2 Controlling international
workplace risks; A summary of the learning outcomes and key points is given for each
element; Important diagrams are included to help revision; There is a final section to advise
on preparation for the examination and some specimen answers to both long and short
answer question taken from recent NEBOSH examination papers. The Revision Guide will
also be useful to those who work outside the UK and have specific health and safety
responsibilities in their jobs and those who are studying on other courses that include
important health and safety elements, for example courses in Engineering, Business
Studies, the Health Services and Retail andHotel Management. The compact size of the
Revision Guide ensures that they can be easily carried and used for revision at any time or
place. They should be used throughout the course alongside the textbook and course handouts"--Provided by publisher.
For the NEBOSH National Certificate in Construction
Environmental Management:
Introduction to Health and Safety in Construction
International Health and Safety at Work Revision Guide
Introduction to International Health and Safety at Work
STUDY BOOK FOR THE NEBOSH NATIONAL GENERAL CERTIFICATE

Following a thorough review to include relevant legislation, this exceptionally successful publication
is now produced in full colour throughout, highlighting the 300+ photographs and sketches (many
hand drawn to show the standard required at NEBOSH examination). Written to fulfil the
requirements of the NEBOSH Certificate syllabus (which reflects the management model in the
HSE's ?Successful Health & safety Management? - HSG65), this excellent and popular reference
book also includes: text is directed to exam needs; practical explanations; plus useful charts and
tables. Sample NEBOSH exam questions and answers are also included, along with a practical
assessment example. Collectively this forms a ?must-have? reference guide for managers, as well as
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essential support for NEBOSH courses and Distance Learning programmes. It also meets the
Employment National Training Organisation (ENTO) standards for health and safety at NVQ Level
3 and the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) standards for Level 3.
Andrew Furness and Martin Muckett give an introduction to all areas of fire safety management,
including the legal framework, causes and prevention of fire and explosions, fire protection
measures, fire risk assessment, and fire investigation. Fire safety is not treated as an isolated area but
linked into an effective health and safety management system. Introduction to Fire Safety
Management has been developed for the NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety and Risk Management
and is also suitable for other NVQ level 3 and 4 fire safety courses. The text is highly illustrated in full
colour, easy to read and supported by checklists, report forms and record sheets. This practical
approach makes the book a valuable reference for health and safety professionals, fire officers, facility
managers, safety reps, managers, supervisors and HR personnel in companies, as well as fire safety
engineers, architects, construction managers and emergency fire services personnel. Andrew Furness
CFIOSH, GIFireE, Dip2OSH, MIIRSM, MRSH, is Managing Director of Salvus Consulting Limited
who specialise in Fire Safety. He was the chairman of the NEBOSH / IOSH working party that
developed the NEBOSH Fire Safety and Risk Management certificate. Martin Muckett MA, MBA,
CMIOSH, MIFireE, Dip2OSH, former Principal Health and Safety Advisor to The Fire Service
Inspectorate and Principal Fire Safety Officer, Martin is currently Salvus Consulting Limited's Senior
Fire Safety Trainer / Consultant. * Fully covers the syllabus for the NEBOSH Certificate in Fire Safety
and Risk Management * Student-friendly presentation in full colour packed with illustrations and
photographs * Includes a summary of legislation relevant to fire safety, ideal as a reference for
students as well as practitioners
This full colour essential health and safety guide has been edited by John Lacey, Past President of
IOSH and the Construction Specialist Past Chairman and is designed to meet the exacting
requirements of the revised NEBOSH Certificate in Construction syllabus. With the continued poor
record of the construction industry in regards to Health and Safety, it is of the utmost importance to
make those within the industry aware of procedures to change both standards and culture. In
conjunction with a course of study this publication gives students the tools to allow positive safety
management within the construction industry. With over 200 colour photographs and sketches
(many hand drawn to show the standard required at NEBOSH examination) this guide will provide
an excellent reference for all those involved in construction management roles. Sample NEBOSH
exam questions and answers are also included, along with a practical assessment example. In
summary, this publication stands as a thorough reference book for those with management
responsibility in construction; as well as essential support for NEBOSH courses and Distance
Learning programmes.Additionally, it meets the Employment National Training Organisation
(ENTO) standards for health and safety at NVQ Level 3 and the Qualifications and Curriculum
Authority (QCA) standards for Level 3.
This text has been written for the fast growing NEBOSH international certificate in health and safety
taken by around 6,000 students worldwide. Matched to the new 2011 syllabus and written in simple
English, the coursebook provide students with all they need to tackle the course with confidence.
for the NEBOSH International Technical Certificate in Oil and Gas Operational Safety
Nebosh National General Certificate S/Bk
The Handbook for the NEBOSH International General Certificate
for the NEBOSH International General Certificate
Revision Guide for the IEMA Associate Membership Exam and NEBOSH Diploma in
Environmental Management
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For the NEBOSH Certificate in Environmental Management
Studying for exams, working in teams, writing detailed yet succinct reports and importantly time
management aren’t second nature to most, so this book provides clear guidance and will be
an essential tool for anyone taking a health and safety course. For many students the learning
experience will be a return to studying after some considerable time so this book combines
practical advice with helpful exam-related information. Case studies and activities based on
key health and safety topics that are covered by most Awarding Bodies Guidance on how to
take both multiple-choice and written exams; with details on how to answer the action verbs,
used in exams questions; including identify and outline Key principles teach how to Receive
the information; Remember the information; and Recall the information for your exam
This textbook is directly aligned to the NEBOSH National Certificate in Fire Safety and Risk
Management, with each element of the syllabus explained in detail. Each chapter guides the
student through the syllabus with references to legal frameworks and guidelines. Images,
tables, case studies and key information are highlighted within the text to make learning more
productive. Covering fire behaviour, safety, management, risk assessment, prevention and the
changes to HSG65, the book can also be used as a daily reference by professionals. Written
by experts in the field of fire safety Complete coverage that goes beyond the syllabus content
making it a useful resource after study Illustrated throughout to enhance understanding
"This guide has been designed to be used together with the NEBOSH National General
Certificate syllabus and the textbook Introduction to Health and Safety in Construction by
Hughes and Ferrett. The guide gives only a basic summary of the NEBOSH National
Certificate in Construction Health and Safety course and a full explanation of all the topics is
given in the text book.The Revision Guide has the following features; It follows the latest
NEBOSH National Certificate in Construction Health and Safety syllabus; Revision notes for
each of the elements of the two units NGC1 Management of health and safety and NCC1
Managing and controlling hazards in construction activities; A summary of the learning
outcomes and key points is given for each element; There isa final section to advise on the
preparation for the examinations and some specimen answers to both long and short answer
questions taken from recent NEBOSH examination papers. The Revision Guide will also be
useful to those who have specific health and safety responsibilities in their jobs, such as
Construction Site Managers and those who are studying on other courses related building and
construction that include important health and safety elements, for example HNC, HND and
degree courses in Building,Architecture, Construction, Building Services and Energy. The
compact size of the Revision Guide ensures that they can be easily carried and used for
revision at any time or place. They should be used throughout the NEBOSH course alongside
the textbook and course hand-outs"--Provided by publisher.
Offers guidance for employers and self employed people in assessing risks in the workplace.
This book is suitable for firms in the commercial, service and light industrial sectors.
NEBOSH International Diploma
For the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety
Unit 1A, International Management of Health and Safety
Nebosh in Construction Safety and Health
Health and Safety at Work Revision Guide
Don’T Study Hard, Just Study Smart

Internal auditing is an essential tool for managing
compliance, and for initiating and driving continual
improvement in any organization’s systematic HSEQ
performance. Health and Safety, Environment and Quality
Audits includes the latest health and safety, environmental
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and quality management system standards – ISO 9001, ISO
14001 and ISO 45001. It delivers a powerful and proven
approach to risk-based auditing of business-critical risk
areas using ISO, or your own management systems. It connects
the ‘PDCA’ approach to implementing management systems with
auditing by focusing on the organization’s context and the
needs and expectations of interested parties. The novel
approach leads HSEQ practitioners and senior and line
managers alike to concentrate on the most significant risks
to their objectives, and provides a step-by-step route
through The Audit AdventureTM to provide a high-level,
future-focused audit opinion. The whole approach is aligned
to the international standard guidance for auditing
management systems (ISO 19011). This unique guide to HSEQ
and operations integrity auditing has become the standard
work in the field over three editions whilst securing
bestseller status in Australasia, Europe, North America and
South Africa. It is essential reading for senior managers
and auditors alike – it remains the ‘go to’ title for those
who aspire to drive a prosperous and thriving business based
on world-class HSEQ management and performance.
The Fourth Edition of this essential health and safety guide
has been revised to meet the February 2010 specification for
the NEBOSH National Diploma in Occupational Health and
Safety.
This revised version of HS(G)96 (0 7176 1343 7) continues to
publicizes the message that most companies do not realize
the extent of their losses due to accidents. It emphasizes
that there is no contradiction between profitability and
good health and safety mnagement. TUC figures show that
unions secured damage awards totalling 304m for workplace
injuries and ill health to their members in 1995. The
revision is aimed primarily at management and applies to all
industries. It repalces 0 7176 1343 7, with the same series
number.
Aligned directly to the NEBOSH syllabus, this book covers
the breadth and depth of oil and gas operational safety.
This book guides the reader through the principles of how to
manage operational risks, carefully conveying a technical
subject in a clear, concise manner that readers will find
comfortable to read and understand. Written in full colour
by a highly experienced team who have many years’ experience
within the field, this book is undoubtedly an essential tool
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to enhance your understanding of operational safety within
the oil and gas industry.
for the NEBOSH National General Certificate
The 10 Step MBA for Safety and Health Practitioners
A Step by Step Guide to COSHH Assessment
for the NEBOSH National Certificate in Construction Health
and Safety
for the NEBOSH International General Certificate in
Occupational Health and Safety
For the Nebosh National General Certificate in Occupational
Health and Safety
This companion to the bestselling Introduction to Health and Safety in
Construction is an essential revision aid for students preparing for their written
assessments on the NEBOSH National Certificate in Construction Health and
Safety. Fully updated to the April 2015 specification, the revision guide
provides complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks, helping
readers to learn and memorise the most important topics. Throughout the
book, the guide links back to the Introduction to Health and Safety in
Construction textbook, helping students to consolidate their learning. · Small
and portable making it ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom or on
the move · Suggests useful tips on study and examination technique · Includes
practice questions and answers based on NEBOSH exam questions · Everything
you need for productive revision in one handy reference The Health and Safety
in Construction Revision Guide, written by the renowned health and safety
author and former NEBOSH Vice Chairman Ed Ferrett, will be an invaluable tool
for students as they prepare for their NEBOSH exam and for their subsequent
health and safety work.
Secrets of Passing the Nebosh ExamsDon’T Study Hard, Just Study
SmartPartridge Publishing Singapore
This companion to the bestselling International Health and Safety at Work is an
essential revision aid for students preparing for their written assessments on
the NEBOSH International General Certificate in Occupational Health and
Safety. Fully updated to the April 2015 specification, the revision guide
provides complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks, helping
readers to learn and memorise the most important topics. Throughout the
book, the guide links back to the International Health and Safety at Work
textbook, helping students to consolidate their learning. · Small and portable
making it ideal for use anywhere: at home, in the classroom or on the move ·
Suggests useful tips on study and examination technique · Includes practice
questions and answers based on NEBOSH exam questions · Everything you
need for productive revision in one handy reference The International Health
and Safety Revision Guide, written by the renowned health and safety author
and former NEBOSH Vice Chairman Ed Ferrett, will be an invaluable tool for
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students as they prepare for their NEBOSH exam and for their subsequent
health and safety work.
This companion to the renowned International Health and Safety at Work
textbook by Hughes and Ferrett is an essential revision aid for students
preparing for their written assessments on the NEBOSH International General
Certificate in Occupational Health and Safety. Fully updated to the 2019
specification, the revision guide provides complete coverage of the syllabus in
bite-sized chunks, helping readers to learn and memorise the most important
topics. Throughout the book, the guide links back to the International Health
and Safety at Work textbook, helping students to consolidate their learning.
Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere - at home, in the
classroom or on the move - the revision guide suggests useful tips on study
and examination technique. It includes practice questions and answers based
on NEBOSH exam questions, providing everything you need for productive
revision in one handy reference. Now in its third edition, the International
Health and Safety Revision Guide, written by the renowned health and safety
author and former NEBOSH Vice Chairman Ed Ferrett, is an invaluable tool for
students as they prepare for their NEBOSH exam and for their subsequent
health and safety work.
International Health & Safety at Work Revision Guide
A Study Book for the NEBOSH International Diploma in Occupational Health and
Safety
Nebosh National Diploma
Essential Health & Safety Guide... for Those with Management Responsibilities
in Heal
Secrets of Passing the Nebosh Exams
Essential Health and Safety Study Skills
This companion to the bestselling Introduction to Health and Safety at
Work will help you prepare for the written assessments on the
NEBOSH National General Certificate in Occupational Health and
Safety (October 2009 specification). It provides complete coverage of
the syllabus in bite-sized chunks and will help you learn and memorise
the most important areas, with links provided back to the main
Introduction to Health and Safety at Work text to help you consolidate
your learning. • Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere:
at home, in the classroom or on the move • Includes specimen
questions and answers from recent examination papers • Everything
you need for productive revision in one handy reference source This
revision guide is written by an experienced lecturer who has spent
many years helping students become accredited by NEBOSH. Ed
Ferrett is former Vice Chairman of NEBOSH (1999-2008) and a
lecturer on NEBOSH courses with both public and private course
providers. He is a Chartered Engineer and Health and Safety
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Consultant.
As an Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) practitioner have you
ever wondered "How can I shape my career trajectory to reach a Csuite position in business?" Or perhaps—for those who do not aspire
to positions of this nature; "How can I develop my ability to persuade
and influence top management more effectively?" The 10 Step MBA
for Safety and Health Practitioners answers these questions to enable
you to achieve your personal and professional OSH goals. Presented
over 10 steps encompassing a typical MBA programme, a
transformational model establishes key themes which are deemed
critical in understanding the world of business to exert greater
influence: Strategic – aligning OSH to the overall direction of a
business and creating a lasting OSH purpose that all stakeholders can
relate to Cross-functional – understanding the different parts of an
organisation and integrating OSH within business functions and ways
of working Distinctive – looking for creative new ways of presenting
OSH data and information to generate interest and enthusiasm. From
strategy and leadership to organisational behaviour and human
resource management, from marketing and brand management to
interpersonal skills, this book shows you how to combine the best of
your specialist knowledge with important business tools, so you can
embed OSH at the heart of your company. The book is an
indispensable reference for OSH practitioners who want to make a
positive change in their careers and become more effective in
influencing and leading change.
If youre preparing to take any exam from the National Examination
Board in Occupational Safety and Health (NEBOSH), then you need to
know what to expect. NEBOSH courses, which are offered by an
awarding body based in the United Kingdom, offer individuals a
comprehensive range of globally recognized qualifications designed to
meet the health, safety, and environmental management needs of
industries as well as national and local governmental organizations.
This guide to passing the exams will help you: develop a study plan
that is effective and efficient; use and apply command words in
constructing answers, which could mean the difference between
passing or failing; think about what youre being asked before writing
down answers; and identify and avoid the pitfalls that lead to exam
failure. NEBOSH qualifications attract approximately 50,000
candidates per year who take exams in more than 120 countries, but
many of them fail. Improve your chances of lasting professional
success with Secrets of Passing the NEBOSH Exams.
This companion to the bestselling Introduction to Health and Safety at
Work is an essential revision aid for students preparing for their
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written assessments on the NEBOSH National General Certificate in
Occupational Health and Safety. Fully updated to the latest NEBOSH
National General Certificate specifications (April 2015), the revision
guide provides complete coverage of the syllabus in bite-sized chunks,
helping readers to learn and memorise the most important topics.
Throughout the book, the guide refers back to the Introduction to
Health and Safety at Work textbook, helping students to consolidate
their learning. · Small and portable making it ideal for use anywhere:
at home, in the classroom or on the move · Suggests useful tips on
study and examination technique · Includes practice questions and
answers based on NEBOSH exam questions · Everything you need for
productive revision in one handy reference The Health and Safety at
Work Revision Guide, written by the renowned health and safety
author and former NEBOSH Vice Chairman Ed Ferrett, will be an
invaluable tool for students as they prepare for their NEBOSH exam
and for their subsequent health and safety work.
Interview Questions and Answers
The Handbook for the NEBOSH National General Certificate
Health and Safety in Construction Revision Guide
Introduction to Environmental Management
A Risk-based Approach
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